Large scale grid systems may provide multitudinous services, from different providers, whose quality of service will vary. Moreover, services appear (and disappear) in the grid with no central coordination. Thus, to find out the most suitable service to fulfill their needs, grid users must resort to Grid Information Services (GISs). These services allow users to submit rich queries that are normally composed of multiple attributes and range operations. The ability to efficiently execute complex searches in a scalable and reliable way is a key challenge for current GISs. Scalability issues are normally dealt with by using peer-to-peer technologies. However, the more reliable peer-to-peer approaches do not cater for rich queries in a natural way. On the other hand, approaches that can easily support these rich queries are less robust in the presence of faults. In this paper we focus on peer-to-peer GISs that efficiently support rich queries. In particular, we thoroughly analyze the impact of faults in one representant of such GISs, named NodeWiz. We propose extensions that increase NodeWiz's resilience to faults.
INTRODUCTION
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Computational grids have recently emerged as a promising environment for the provision of computation as services. Within such an environment multitudinous services made available by different providers co-exist. Once services are deployed and properly advertised, users can search for the available services and select the most suitable ones to cater for their needs.
Grid Information Services (GISs) have been proposed to help users in the task of choosing which service to use to better fulfil their needs [5] . A GIS can be seen as a directory in which providers publish their adverts and to which users submit their queries. Obviously, to be useful for large grids, GISs must be scalable. Moreover, in a system with potentially many thousands of components, faults are the norm and not the exception. Therefore, GISs should also be fault-tolerant.
The early GISs were either centralized or based on a static hierarchical directory to which all advertisements and queries were sent [5, 6] . These architectures, however, are not scalable or too inflexible to support the rich queries a GIS needs to support. More recent approaches rely on some scalable structured peer-to-peer substrate on top of which the directory service is built [1] [2] [3] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Most of these systems rely on Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) to implement structured peer-to-peer directories. DHTs are scalable and very robust to faults. On the other hand, the only search operation that is efficiently supported by DHTs is exact matches. Unfortunately, this is too restrictive for a GIS. In order to describe appropriately the required service, users usually need to send out queries that contain multiple attributes and that specify ranges of admissible values. Such queries are not supported in a natural way by DHT-based substrates [8] .
Tree-based structured peer-to-peer substrates have been proposed as an alternative to the implementation of scalable GIS, supporting rich queries in an efficient way [2, 10] . However, tree-based substrates are much less resilient to faults than DHT-based ones. In this paper we analyze the impact of faults in such systems and propose a mechanism that can be added to them such that faults are appropriately dealt with. For the sake of clarity, we present the proposed mechanism in the context of a particular tree-based, peer-to-peer GIS, named NodeWiz [2] .
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We start by discussing related work in Section 2. To render the paper self-contained, in Section 3 we give a brief description of NodeWiz's design. Then, in Section 4 we evaluate the impact of faults in NodeWiz. In Section 5 we discuss how NodeWiz's design can be extended so that faults are successfully treated. Section 6 concludes the paper with our final remarks and a brief discussion on future work.
RELATED WORK
There are several works that support multi-attribute and range queries over overlay DHTs (e.g. [4, 8] ). Fault tolerance is provided by the underlying peer-to-peer substrate. However, to allow operations on multiple attributes, several DHTs -one per attribute -need to be maintained. Maintaining multiple overlays involves either updating each of them whenever a new advert is made or sending queries to all of them. As the number of attributes increase, the number of updates associated to either the update or the query operations increases proportionally. PHT [9] uses a single DHT but requires linearization of the attribute space. Thus, queries return a superset of the matching data, demanding a filtering procedure to be applied. DST [11] also uses a single DHT, but requires maintaining one segment tree for each attribute.
Mercury [3] is an example of a GIS that supports range queries over multi-attributes. Like [8] and [4] , Mercury maintains a separate logical overlay for each attribute, however, it does not use DHTs as overlay substrate. Mercury peers maintain a range for a given attribute and pointers to peers that keep different ranges of the same attribute (including the previous and next ranges). Adverts are sent to every overlay (one for each attribute), while queries are sent to the most selective attribute overlay. When a peer leaves, the pointers are broken and, periodically, a peer replaces pointers to failed peers by new ones. In the meantime, queries may be unsuccessful.
NodeWiz [2] is a tree-based peer-to-peer substrate. It efficiently supports multiple attributes and range queries maintaining a single distributed index. However, it was designed for a setting in which faults are rare and faulty peers would eventually recover from failures, restoring their state from stable storage. BrushWood [10] follows a similar approach. If instantiated as a kd-tree, it is very similar to NodeWiz. Like NodeWiz, BrushWood has no fault tolerance mechanism for routing. Therefore, as we will show in Section 4, many operations may be unsuccessful.
NODEWIZ FUNCTIONING
NodeWiz [2] is a scalable peer-to-peer GIS whose main goal is to allow multi-attribute range queries to be performed efficiently in a distributed environment. As originally presented, the GIS is implemented by a set of stable infrastructure nodes (or peers) that collectively store adverts from service providers and answer to client queries. Note that NodeWiz peers are GIS entities and should not be confused with server nodes maintained by resource providers, on which application services are hosted. Service providers running at the server nodes store adverts in the GIS, while clients send queries to the GIS so to find the required service. Adverts and queries may specify values for any number of attributes. Moreover, values can represent ranges on the attribute space. For instance, in a grid that provides raw CPU as one of its services, a client that requires a Linux-box with at least 1024M bytes of memory and low load, could issue the following query:
Each peer is in charge of a subspace of the entire attribute space available in the system. Therefore, depending on the queries and adverts submitted to the GIS, some of the peers may get overloaded. In order to solve this prob- lem, NodeWiz allows any overloaded peer to offload some of its load onto other peers, thus keeping the workload balanced. When a new peer J wants to join the system, it asks to any of the peers in the system for the identity of the most overloaded peer in the system. Then, J contacts this peer -say its identity is E -informing that it wants to join the system. E will then divide its subspace with J. E executes a splitting algorithm to identify the best attribute on which to perform the split, as well as the range of values for this attribute that will make both peers have high probability of receiving equal loads of queries and adverts (see [2] for the details on these algorithms).
The way the attribute space is divided renders a structure that is represented by a kd-tree. Figure 1 shows an example where A bootstraps the system, then, B joins the system and splits the attribute subspace of peer A based on the attribute Load. After that, A splits its attribute subspace first with C, using Mem as the splitting attribute, and later with E, again using Load as the splitting attribute. The other splits can be easily identified from Figure 1 .
From now on we will use the term NodeWiz user, or simply user to refer to both clients and service providers that interact with the system. Also, we will use the term operation to refer to queries and adverts issued by users. When a user wants to issue an operation, it sends the operation request to any peer that it knows in the system; we will refer to this peer as the recipient of an operation. The recipient is then in charge of routing the operation request to the appropriate NodeWiz peers, where the wanted subspace is found;we will refer to these peers as the targets of an operation.
In order to efficiently route operations, each NodeWiz peer maintains a routing table that keeps track of some of the peers responsible for other parts of the attribute space. Each entry of the routing table contains an attribute, a range for this attribute, and the identification of the peer that is in charge for serving the attribute and range specified in the entry. Thus, each entry in the routing table indicates the range for a single attribute and a corresponding peer to which operations matching that range for that attribute should be sent. By excluding all attributes and corresponding ranges present in its routing table, a peer obtains the range of attributes for which it is responsible.
As discussed before, when a new peer J joins the system, it must contact an existent peer E whose attribute subspace is going to be divided with J. At this point, J gets a copy of E's routing table. Then, both peers add an entry in their routing tables that points to each other and record the corresponding attribute and ranges defined by the splitting algorithm. Table 1 is the routing table for peer A in Figure 1 (routing tables for the other peers can be easily derived from Figure 1 ). Now, consider a query "Load < 0.2 ∧ M em > 3" that is sent to peer G (see Figure 1) . In level 1, peer G's routing table indicates that peer G should forward the opera- Note, however, that the less selective the operation is, the more peers may receive the same operation. For instance, a query "Load < 0.5" will be routed to peers A, C, E, and F . NodeWiz was proposed assuming that the peers joining the system were stable infrastructure nodes. In this setting, it is feasible to assume that nodes are able to store their state in stable storage and can quickly recover from failures. Therefore, the system could be designed assuming a faultfree execution environment and requiring peers to never give up when trying to communicate with another peer. However, in a more general setting, faulty peers may take a long time to recover. Moreover, peers may voluntarily or involuntarily leave the system forever. In all these cases the routing tables of the remaining peers must be appropriately updated so that operations are successfully executed. Given the assumptions made in the paper that proposed NodeWiz, these issues were not discussed in depth. In this paper we remove the assumption that the GIS is supported by a stable set of reliable peers. We first quantify the impact of faults in NodeWiz, and then propose extensions to the NodeWiz design to deal with voluntary and involuntary departures in an appropriate way.
ON THE CONSEQUENCES OF FAULTS

System model and definitions
For the sake of simplicity, we will analyze the impact of failures by calculating the probability of having unsuccessful operations on a well-formed system subjected to a wellbalanced workload. A well-formed system is characterized by a perfectly balanced kd-tree, while a well-balanced workload is one that poses the same load to all peers in the system. We stress that these assumptions are used only for analysis purpose. The correct functioning of the system does not require them to hold at run time.
More formally, consider that a GIS is a set of peers G, |G| = N , that together store a global attribute space S. Let S(op) ∈ S be the subspace that matches operation op; target(op) ⊆ G be the set of peers whose attribute subspaces intersect with S(op); and, P (op, recipient) represent the probability that the operation op sent to peer recipient be issued. A system is well-formed iff: i) the routing table of every peer has L entries; and, ii) N = 2 L . A workload is well-balanced iff: i) all operations op issued are such that |target(op)| = 1; and, ii) P (op, recipient) = cte, for all operations op issued and all recipient ∈ G, where cte is a constant.
As discussed in the previous section, peers use their routing tables to route operations on the kd-tree formed by them. The routing tables allow any peer to route an operation to any other peer in the system. We name the routing tree of a peer P the tree that indicates the path that any operation received by P follows in the way to any other peer in the system. This tree is built in the following way. The root of P 's routing tree is P itself. All peers that appear in P 's routing table are then attached to P 's routing tree at the next level. Then, for every new peer Q attached to P 's routing tree, every peer that appears in Q's routing table  and that is not yet present in P 's routing tree is attached below Q in P 's routing tree. This procedure continues until all peers in the system appear in the routing tree. Figure 2 shows the routing tree for peer A in the kd-tree presented in Figure 1 . In a well-formed system, the maximum number of hops in a route is L = log 2 N , while the minimum number of hops is zero, corresponding to the route the peer has to itself. Let R i (P ) be the number of i-hop routes peer P has, then R i (P ) is given by Equation 1:
Evaluating the impact of faults
Let us assume that at any given time t, the system has a fraction ft of peers that are faulty. Thus, in a well-formed system N · ft peers are faulty at time t. Since we are assuming that all operations have the same probability of being issued, this implies that all routes have the same probability of being used to execute an operation. For an operation op issued to a peer P to be successful, the route from P to target(op) must be composed exclusively of non-faulty peers. The probability of an i-hop route to contain at least one faulty peer is given by 1 :
The probability of having an unsuccessful operation issued to peer P , named P U O(P ), is given by the sum on all possible sizes i of routes of the product P F Ri times the probability of an operation to be routed through an i-hop route. This is expressed by Equation 3: Figure 3 plots Equation 3 for f t = 10%, f t = 2.5% and f t = 1%. As expected, as the fraction of faulty peers increases, the ratio of unsuccessful operations gets worse. Furthermore, as the size of the system increases, the amount of unsuccessful operations also increases. This is because as N increases, so does the size of the routes, which reduces the probability of having only correct peers in a route. More-
The exponent (i + 1) means the number of hops in the route added to 1, which represents the recipient peer itself. If peers are not able to autonomously recover from faults, then it is mandatory to take recovery actions so that the system will not collapse. In the next section we show how NodeWiz can be extended to cope well with faults.
FAULT-TOLERANT NODEWIZ
As discussed in the previous section, faults have an important impact on NodeWiz functioning. In fact, even voluntary leaves must be dealt with care to maintain the routing tables consistent. For the sake of clarity, before discussing the approach that we propose to deal with involuntary leaves, i.e. faults, we will first explain in details how voluntary leaves are treated, assuming a fault-free scenario.
Voluntary leaves in a fault-free system
When a peer leaves the system, the attribute subspace that it stores must be reclaimed by another peer in the system. Let R(L) be the replacement of a peer L that wants to leave the system. The simplest choice is to make R(L) the last peer with whom the leaving peer L has split its attribute subspace (or its replacement, if that peer has already left the system) [2] . Note that R(L) is the peer that appears in the last entry of L's routing table. Moreover, the system must ensure that every routing table that contains a reference to the leaving peer L will be updated, by either removing this entry from the routing table or replacing the reference to L by a reference to R(L).
When the leave is voluntary, the leaving peer L contacts R(L), informing R(L) that L wants to leave the system. At this point, L also sends to R(L) its local state, i.e. all adverts it has locally stored. Then, R(L) takes the necessary actions so that the appropriate routing tables in the system are updated, reflecting L's departure. During the execution of the leaving procedure, routing tables will become temporarily inconsistent, and if no precautions are taken, some operations may fail. To account for that, L only leaves the system after being informed by R(L) that the execution of the leaving procedure has completed. In the meantime, any operation that is routed through L is forwarded by L to R(L), so that R(L) can process it appropriately. This approach guarantees that no operation is ever routed to a non-existent peer.
There are two different types of updates that may be necessary to maintain routing tables consistent. Regarding these updates, the peers in the system are divided in two classes. The first class is formed by R(L) itself and the peers that have inherited from R(L) an entry for L in their routing tables (if any), i.e. those peers that are in the branches of R(L)'s routing tree whose roots are any of the peers that appear in R(L)'s routing table below L. The second class is formed by all other peers. To update their routing tables, peers in the first class must remove the entry they have associated to L. On the other hand, all peers in the second class that have L in their routing tables should replace the reference to L by a reference to R(L).
Identifying which routing tables should be changed when a peer leaves the system is not difficult. A simple recursion approach can be taken to implement the required updates. After receiving L's leave notification, R(L) performs the following steps. It removes the entry it has associated with L in its routing table and asks all peers with which it has split the attribute subspace after its split with L (if any) to do the same. If there are such peers, they will appear in the entries of R(L)'s routing table below L's entry. Recursively, the request is sent down in the branches of R(L)'s routing tree whose roots are these peers. Acknowledgements are recursively sent in the reverse direction to inform the requester that the update has been performed in all peers in that branch of the routing tree. Thus, when R(L) receives this acknowledgement it knows that the replacement has been completed by all peers that had inherited from R(L) an entry to L in their routing tables.
R(L) also begins the propagation of the departure of L to the other peers that may have L in their routing tables. To do so, it asks the peer that is one level above L in R(L)'s routing table (if any) to replace the reference to L by a reference to R(L) in its routing table. This peer (say, U ) starts a recursive update until all references to L are replaced by references to R(L). When this happens, U sends an acknowledgement to R(L). The update initiated by U works as follows. U asks all peers that appear in its routing table at levels below the level U is in the system 2 (if any) to replace references to L by references to R(L). Also, if the peer that has asked U to do the update is not at a level above U in the system, then U asks the peer that appears in its routing table that is one level above the level it is in the system (if any) to replace references to L by references to R(L). U then waits for acknowledgments from the peers that it has asked to perform updates. This procedure is executed recursively until all references are updated. To avoid unnecessary message exchanges, peers should only keep propagating the information about L's departure if they have L in their routing tables.
When R(L) receives acknowledgements from the peers below L (if any) and from the peer immediately above L (if any) in its routing table, it knows that there are no more references to L in the system and it can authorize L to leave the system. The number of updates in routing tables when a peer that is at level i in the system leaves a well-formed system with N peers is
Dealing with involuntary leaves
It is important to point out that we are not concerned with preserving the state of faulty peers. That is to say, adverts that were stored in faulty peers will be lost. The fault tolerance mechanism proposed aims only to recover the consistency of the routing tables, therefore, preventing operations from failing. Given that adverts are constantly renewed, if the routing tables are kept consistent, then the loss of state is not permanent, and only results in fewer hits for queries that overlap the attribute subspace of the faulty peer during the time period when the adverts have not all been renewed. On the other hand, if an effort is not made to keep the routing tables consistent, then a substantial number of operations will fail.
The rationale of the fault tolerance mechanism proposed is very simple. It requires R(P ) to replace P upon detecting that P has failed. Notice that, in a system where peers may fail, R(P ) is either the peer with whom P has last split its attribute subspace, or the replacement of such peer, in case it has left the system or failed. Again, R(P ) is the peer that appears in the last entry of P 's routing table. When P fails, R(P ) detects P 's failure and creates a virtual peer that assumes P 's identity. We name the virtual peer that impersonates P its shadow, and refer to it as S(P ). At this point the node that executes R(P ) is also executing the virtual peer S(P ). When S(P ) starts to run it executes the voluntary leave procedure, asking R(P ) for an authorization to leave the system. This mimics a voluntary leave operation issued by the faulty P . Upon receiving such request, R(P ) proceeds as if P had asked to leave the system, with the only difference that P 's local state is empty -P 's state was lost when P failed. When S(P ) receives the authorization to leave the system, it is guaranteed that all references to P in the routing tables of the other peers have been either removed or replaced by references to R(P ). S(P ) then terminates its execution and the system is consistent again.
To deal with simultaneous failures, each peer in the system monitors one or more sets of peers. Let n be the number of levels in which a peer P appears in the kd-tree (for instance, in the example of Figure 1 , A and B appear in three levels, while E, F , G and H appear only in one). P will monitor n sets of peers, each of them associated to a corresponding set leader that the peer may replace. The set leaders are the peers that appear in P 's routing table at or below the entry associated to the level at which P is in the system (in the example of Figure 1 , A and B are at level 1, while E, F , G and H are at level 3). Each of these sets contain all peers that belong to the branch of P 's routing tree whose root is the corresponding set leader. In the the kd-tree of Figure 1 , A monitors three sets: {B, D, G, H}, with B as set leader; {C, F }, with C as set leader; and, {E}, with E as set leader (see Figure 2 . On the other hand, E monitors only the set {A}, with A as set leader. P will replace a set leader only in the event that all peers in the corresponding set (including the set leader) have failed.
When a new peer P joins the system, then it selects a peer Q whose attribute subspace will be divided with P . At this point, Q (resp. P ) starts monitoring a new set of peers that has as leader (and single member) P (resp. Q). Moreover, Q must inform all peers that have a monitoring set M, such that Q ∈ M, that they should also add P to M. This will require a number of messages exchange that is bounded by log 2 N . Considering the kd-tree of Figure 1 , when H joins the system, then D (resp. H) starts monitoring a new set with only H (resp. D) as member, and D informs B and A about the new peer that they need to add to their level 2 and 1 monitoring sets, respectively. On the other hand, when a peer P leaves the system, all peers that monitor P should be notified and should stop monitoring P . (Note that these actions can be easily embedded in the leave procedure described earlier, obviating the need for any extra exchange of messages.)
In NodeWiz's original design, entries in the routing table store not only the identity of a peer, but also the information required to access this peer (e.g. IP address and port number). Thus, unlike the case for voluntary leaves, when the leave is involuntary some operations issued while the system is not consistent will fail. Peers that still have a reference to P do not know how to contact S(P ), thus, operations that are routed through the faulty peer will fail. However, this can be circumvented with a simple retry mechanism and the support of a name service. In the more dynamic setting we target, one could have the access information for a peer stored by a name service, and when necessary, the information could be looked up, using the peer's identity as the key. The information would be cached by the peers, and when contacting a peer resulted in a failure, the information could be refreshed from the name service. Assuming the existence of this name service, when S(P ) starts executing, it replaces the access information for P in the name service by the information necessary to access S(P ). When a peer Q tries to access the faulty P using stale information it may have in cache, the operation will fail. Q refreshes the information from the name service and will then contact S(P ) as it were P . Like in the voluntary leave case, S(P ) forwards to R(P ) any operation that is routed through S(P ).
Another concern is the impact that a fault may have in the execution of the voluntary leave procedure. The state of a peer comprises not only the adverts it stores, but also information related to the execution of on-going leave operations. As described in the previous subsection, a peer that is engaged in the execution of the leaving procedure of another peer may block waiting for an acknowledgment sent by another peer. If the latter fails before sending this acknowledgment the former will block forever and the system will enter a deadlock. Fortunately, this problem is easy to be fixed. Whenever a peer's local table is updated, it checks if there are new peers that need to be asked to update their routing tables; these peers are asked to do so, and acknowledgments from them are waited. Moreover, any pending acknowledgment from peers that are no longer in the table are marked as received.
Implementation issues
In this section we discuss some issues that should be carefully addressed to render the implementation of the faulttolerant version of NodeWiz scalable.
To avoid that some operation fail while an update is ongoing, the fault tolerance mechanism requires a name service. Obviously, the name service needs also to be scalable and fault-tolerant, so that it will not constitute a bottleneck or a single point of failure in the system. A simple way to implement a scalable and reliable distributed name service is to use a DHT, with the identities of peers as the search key. This gives scalability. Fault-tolerance is attained by replicating the information about each peer in the DHT. Note that although DHTs are not suitable for range queries over multiple attributes, they are very efficient for implementing the operations issued over a name service. Moreover, the DHT can be easily implemented by the same peers that implement NodeWiz.
Another concern is the fact that, although the attribute subspace is distributed equally among the peers, the routing load is not balanced. The hubs, i.e. the peers that appear at the first levels of the kd-tree, have more routing load than the peers that only appear at the levels closer to the bottom of the tree. In [2] a caching strategy, named routing diversity, is used to effectively cope with this problem.
Finally, although voluntary and involuntary leave procedures require a number of updates, message exchanges and local storage capacity that is O(log2N ) in average, these are not evenly distributed among the peers. As for the routing load previously discussed, the hubs have normally a higher overhead than the peers that are fresher in the system. This is not a big issue for algorithms that are executed sporadically, such as voluntary and involuntary leaves. On the other hand, failure detection is continuously executed. In particular, hubs should monitor N − 1 peers. Nevertheless, there are several practical solutions to this problem. The simplest one would be for a peer instead of monitoring all peers in a given set, monitor only the set leader. When the failure of the set leader is detected, then the peer starts monitoring all peers in the next level of the branch of the peer's routing tree whose root is the set leader. This procedure would be carried on recursively, until all peers in the set failed, when the peer would take the necessary actions to replace the set leader. In this way, in a well-formed system, the maximum number of peers that any peer would be simultaneously monitoring is O(log 2 N ), with half of the peers in the system monitoring just one other peer. The failure detection poses a second scalability challenge. As the algorithm was described, hubs must store the whole routing tree, which may not be feasible in some settings. One possibility to circumvent this problem, if it exists, is to construct the required parts of the routing tree on demand. The problem is that the information stored by faulty peers would be required to allow that. An alternative would be for peers to use the DHT that implements the name service to reliably store their routing tables. Then, parts of the routing tree could be reliably built on demand. Again, the operations that are required to build the routing tree are exactly the type of operation (exact match on the identity of a peer) for which a DHT is most suitable.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have evaluated the impact of faults in NodeWiz, a tree-based, peer-to-peer GIS that allows for efficient query/advertisement operations involving ranges and multiple attributes. Our analysis shows that, if not treated, faults can substantially increase the probability of an operation not being appropriately executed. We proposed a simple fault tolerance mechanism that is easily adapted to NodeWiz and that significantly decreases its unavailability due to faults. We have a working implementation of NodeWiz which is being incorporated to the OurGrid middleware (available at www.ourgrid.org) to enhance its matchmaking mechanism. As future work we intend to perform experiments to compare NodeWiz's performance against that of DHT-based GISs. 
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